Abstract. We consider a family of discrete time multihop switched queueing networks where each packet moves along a fixed route. In this setting, BackPressure is the canonical choice of scheduling policy; this policy has the virtues of possessing a maximal stability region and not requiring explicit knowledge of traffic arrival rates. BackPressure has certain structural weaknesses because implementation requires information about each route, and queueing delays can grow super-linearly with route length. For large networks, where packets over many routes are processed by a queue, or where packets over a route are processed by many queues, these limitations can be prohibitive.
Introduction
We consider, in this paper, a family of discrete time multihop switched queueing networks where packets move along fixed routes. Switched networks were first introduced in Tassiulas and Ephremides (1992) ; this terminology was first employed in Shah and Wischik (2012) for a discrete time queueing network whose queues are served simultaneously subject to certain global scheduling constraints and with packets moving along fixed routes. Here, we consider a variant of this model that allows more than one route through each queue; the scheduling constraints and queueing discipline employed here do not depend on the routes of the packets.
Applications of switched networks include wireless ad-hoc networks, Internet routers, call centers with cross trained staff, data centers, and urban road traffic scheduling. For such applications, and in general, maximum stability is a highly desirable feature for the scheduling policy. Roughly stated, for switched networks, a scheduling policy is maximally stable if, for every arrival rate for which there exists a stable policy, the policy stabilizes the network. When the vector of arrival rates is known, one can specify a stable policy by choosing a random schedule whose average service rate at each queue dominates the corresponding arrival rate. However, in practice, explicit knowledge of arrival rates is often not available, particularly when rates may vary. Since the seminal work of Tassiulas and Ephremides (1992) , BackPressure has been the canonical maximally stable scheduling policy for multihop switched networks. An important feature of this policy is that, in addition to it being maximally stable, only information on the current state is required for a scheduling decision.
When packets are routed through different network components, policies such as BackPressure require detailed knowledge of this routing. Such policies are similar in nature to the classical single class Jackson queueing networks if one identifies each route with a queue, so that each queue now contains only a single customer type. However, in many applications, this single class interpretation may not be practical because the information required can increase rapidly in the number of queues of the original network. It is also not common practice -for instance, an Internet router will maintain a first-in, first-out (FIFO) queue for each outgoing link rather than a queue for each route, because the number of links to and from a router is orders of magnitude smaller than the number of routes it processes. As a result, in many practical situations, the model simplifies if one reinterprets queues as being multiclass, i.e., permitting different packet classes and hence different routing of packets passing through the queue.
In our setting, queues will be multiclass but will serve packets according to a scheduling policy allocating service among queues that depends only on the number of packets at each queue; the discipline at each queue will be FIFO and packets will all be of unit size. In this setting, we will show that this switching policy, the Proportional Scheduler, is maximally stable.
There are well-known examples of disciplines that are not maximally stable for multiclass queues. See, for instance, Lu and Kumar (1991) , Rybko and Stolyar (1992) and Bramson (1994) for instability examples that can easily be adapted to switched networks. The examples in Bramson (1994) are for the FIFO discipline, but our setting does not fall within this framework since all packets require an equal amount of service.
Our policy, the Proportional Scheduler, can be described roughly as follows: for a set of FIFO queues J , a vector of queue lengths (Q j : j ∈ J ) ∈ Z |J | + , and a convex set of schedules < S >⊂ R |J | , the Proportional Scheduler serves packets according to a vector of expected rates, σ ∈ R |J | , that solves the proportional fair optimization problem maximize j∈J Q j log σ j over σ ∈< S > .
Packets within a queue are to be served according to a FIFO queueing discipline; once served, a packet goes to the next queue on its route.
We prove that maximal stability holds for this policy by employing a fluid model analysis of our system. This combines the approaches of Massoulié (2007) , for bandwidth networks, and Bramson (1996) , for FIFO Kelly networks; the latter networks can be viewed as the special case of switched networks where the allocation of service to different queues is fixed irrespective of the state of the system.
We also compare our policy to the BackPressure policy. Unlike BackPressure, the Proportional Scheduler does not require knowledge of the route used by each packet. Thus, routing structure and scheduling decisions are distinct for the Proportional Scheduler policy. As we later discuss in more detail, there are various benefits of the Proportional Scheduler's functional structure: a) rather than distinguishing packets according to their routes (either in the memory of the scheduling algorithm or by physically maintaining different queues), packets can be served at their queue in a first-in, first-out order, b) a packet can be routed knowing only its next hop, rather than knowing its entire route, c) when adding new network components, one only needs to know the component's scheduling constraints and not the entire route or class structure of the network to implement the policy, and d) for BackPressure, messages must be sent between queues, which the Proportional Scheduler does not require.
1.1. Relevant Literature. The main results of this paper combine a number of results, methods, and models from the theory of queueing networks over the last three decades. We review this relevant literature in a roughly chronological order.
A. Classical Queueing Networks: The development of Jackson networks is one of the earliest substantial developments in the theory of stochastic networks. In Jackson networks, a single class of customers is routed probabilistically between queues in the network. Influenced by the Input Theorem of Burke (1956) , Jackson (1963) found that the stationary distribution of these networks can be written in product form, meaning that its stationary distribution is the product of simple terms. Baskett et al. (1975) and Kelly (1975 Kelly ( , 1979 broadened this family of queueing networks by permitting queues to be multiclass, and hence allowing more than one route through each queue. Using quasi-reversibility, they showed that, for certain service disciplines including FIFO, the stationary distribution must be of product form. (Quasi-reversibility will also be employed in the context of proportional fairiness in Part D below.) B. Switched Networks, BackPressure and their Applications: Switched queueing networks and, more specifically, the BackPressure scheduling policies, were first introduced by Tassiulas and Ephremides (1992) as a model of wireless communication. As mentioned above, a switched queueing network is a discrete time queueing network with constraints on which queues can be served simultaneously. The BackPressure policies have proven popular because they maximize a network's stability region while not requiring explicit estimation of traffic arrival rates; for a comprehensive review of the BackPressure policies, see Georgiadis et al. (2006) .
The BackPressure policies have been generalized and specialized in numerous directions. In contrast to our work, the defining feature of a BackPressure policy is that the policy minimizes the drift of a Lyapunov function subject to the scheduling constraints of the network. For single hop networks -where packets are served only once before departing the network -the BackPressure policy is often referred to as the MaxWeight policy. As a model of Internet protocol routers, McKeown et al. (1999) applied this paradigm to the example of input-queued switches. Andrews et al. (2004) consider power functions when defining their MaxWeight Lyapunov function and thus generalized the set of MaxWeight/BackPressure policies. Additional extensions are considered by Meyn (2009) and Eryilmaz et al. (2005) and further generalizations to cone polices are considered by Armony and Bambos (2003) . In different stochastic senses, BackPressure and MaxWeight can be shown to optimize certain workload functions: in heavy traffic, see Stolyar (2004) ; in large deviations, see Venkataramanan and Lin (2007) ; in overload, see Shah and Wischik (2011) . Further, heavy tailed arrivals are analyzed by Jagannathan et al. (2011) .
There are numerous application areas associated with switched networks. For these areas, BackPressure is often the canonical choice. Applications include wireless ad-hoc networks, in Tassiulas and Ephremides (1992) , Internet routers, in McKeown et al. (1999) , call centers with cross trained staff, in Mandelbaum and Stolyar (2004) , data centers, in Wischik (2011), urban road traffic scheduling, in Varaiya (2013) , and stochastic processing networks, which would include numerous manufacturing and general processing settings, in Dai and Lin (2005) .
C. Instability, Fluid Stability and Stability of Queueing Networks: Most classical queueing networks are positive recurrent when the network is subcritical. By subcritical, we mean that each network resource experiences a load that is strictly less than the resource's capacity. It had been thought that subcritical networks were always stable under a work conserving policy. However, a series of examples constructed in the mid-nineties showed that this is not the case. For instance, see Lu and Kumar (1991) , Rybko and Stolyar (1992) and Bramson (1994) .
This led to new approaches for determining the stability region for queueing networks. In particular, Rybko and Stolyar (1992) and Dai (1995) developed a fluid model approach where the stability of a queueing network can be determined from that of an associated fluid model. This theory is surveyed in by Bramson (2008) . A fluid analysis of multiclass FIFO queueing networks was first given by Bramson (1996) . Our fluid analysis uses a similar approach.
Recent work of Dieker and Shin (2013) further considers the issue of finding natural scheduling policies that lead to stability whenever each server is nominally underloaded. Similar to adversarial queueing frameworks, e.g., Borodin et al. (2001) , stability is achieved by prioritizing queue service according to a least-routed-firstpriority discipline. This differs from the approach taken in this paper where the service discipline does not use the routing structure of the network to achieve maximum stability. Further recent work of Ji et al. (2013) considers stability results for switched networks where packets are queued per-link rather than per-route, as is typically applied for BackPressure. Here stability is achieved by running an appropriate queueing system in the memory of the algorithm. By estimating queue sizes and loads in this way, stability is achievable for switched networks as long as routes do not form a loop. Once again this differs from the approach of this paper, where routes are general and only current queue size information is required to execute the scheduling policy.
D. Massoulié Networks, Proportional Fairness and Quasi-Reversibility: A further class of Internet models was introduced in Massoulié and Roberts (1999) and Massoulie and Roberts (2000) in a processor-sharing framework where resources are shared subject to constraints on these resources. Similar to MaxWeight and BackPressure, these policies are often defined by an optimization that is maximally stable. (Unlike BackPressure, the construction does not minimize the instantaneous drift of a Lyapunov function.) Stability proofs for these systems can be found in Bonald and Massoulié (2001) , Ye et al. (2005) , Gromoll and Williams (2009) and Paganini et al. (2012) . Due to their proliferation to different areas, these models have taken various names, such as bandwidth sharing networks, stochastic flow level models, and resource sharing networks; here, we refer to these networks as Massoulié networks. See Harrison et al. (2014) for a recent discussion of the benefits and varied applications of this resource sharing paradigm.
In this paper, we allocate resources according to the proportional fair optimization, which was first introduced by Kelly (1997) . Proportional fairness has been used in the allocation of bandwidth in modern 3G telephone networks, see, e.g., Viswanath et al. (2002) and Kushner and Whiting (2004) . The stability of proportional fairness in Massoulié networks was first shown by De Veciana et al. (1999) ; an important generalization of this stability analysis is given in Massoulié (2007) . Further progress on the stability and large deviations behavior of proportional fairness can be found in Jonckheere and López (2014) . Heavy traffic analysis of proportional fair policies can be found in Kang et al. (2009), Ye and Yao (2012) , and Vlasiou et al. (2014) . Stolyar (2004) has investigated resource pooling for MaxWeight policies. Kang et al. (2007) , Kang et al. (2009 and Ye and Yao (2012) discussed product form resource pooling properties associated with the proportional fairness in heavy traffic and large deviations regimes.
Influenced by Whittle (1985) , the quasi-reversibility and insensitivity property in Massoulié networks was studied by Bonald and Proutière (2002 , 2004 and Zachary (2007) . For connections between proportional fairness and the queueing networks of Kelly (1975) and Baskett et al. (1975) , see, e.g., Schweitzer (1979) ; Kelly (1989) ; Massoulié and Roberts (1999) ; Walton (2009) , and Anselmi et al. (2013) . A short, general description of the relationship between proportional fairness, maximum stability and quasi-reversibility can also be found in Walton (2011) . As we discuss later, the Lyapunov function in Massoulié (2007) is relevant to our analysis.
E. Resource Sharing in Switched Networks: The sharing of network resources is a key property of the proportional fair optimization. Other resource sharing policies exist, e.g., the weighted α-fair policies of Mo and Walrand (2000) . Only recently, authors have begun to consider these policies in the context of switched networks; to the best of our knowledge, application of α-fairness to switched networks was first made by Wischik (2011) and Zhong (2012) .
1.2. Organization. The remainder of the paper is organized as follows. In Section 2, we define a family of FIFO switched networks and the Proportional Scheduler. The main result of the paper, Theorem 1, states that the corresponding network is positive recurrent for all subcritical arrival rates. In Section 3, we discuss the properties of the Proportional Scheduler in comparison to BackPressure; the section is not needed to understand Theorem 1, but it is important in order to understand its consequences. In Section 4, we prove Theorem 1.
We begin by characterizing the fluid model that is associated with the Proportional Scheduler and then, in (20) (21) (22) and Proposition 1, define a Lyapunov function for the fluid model and calculate its derivative. This is applied, in Theorem 2, to prove fluid stability, from which we conclude, in Proposition 3, that the corresponding stochastic network is positive recurrent. Proposition 3 and certain other steps in the proof of Theorem 1 will be proved in the appendix.
2. FIFO Network Model, Proportional Scheduler, and Main Result 2.1. Network and Scheduling Set Notation. Let J be a finite set of queues, with cardinality |J | and indexed by j. A schedule is a vector σ = (σ j : j ∈ J ) ∈ Z |J | + , where Z |J | + denotes the non-negative integers. We will denote by S a finite set of schedules satisfying: (1) If σ ∈ S, thenσ ∈ S for eachσ ≤ σ (with vector inequalitiesσ ≤ σ being interpreted componentwise, i.e.,σ j ≤ σ j for all j ∈ J ). Note that the vector of all zeros belongs to S. (2) For each j ∈ J , there exists some schedule σ ∈ S such that σ j > 0. For a vector Q = (Q j : j ∈ J ) ∈ Z J + , we denote by S Q the schedules in S with σ j ≤ Q j for j ∈ J , and denote by σ max := max{σ j : j ∈ J , σ ∈ S} the maximum component in the set of schedules. We define < S > to be the convex combination of points in S and assume that < S > has non-empty interior. The subcritical region C of this network is the interior of < S >.
Each packet in the network is assumed to belong to a class at a given time t. The notation of a packet's class will be used to uniquely identify the route of the packet, the queue it is at, and the stage along its route. We denote by K the set of classes of packets in the network. A route through the network is a vector of classes r = (k r i : i = 1, . . . , |r|) ∈ K |r| , with size |r| ∈ N. Each class is assumed to occur along a unique route, with the class occurring exactly once along its route; R denotes the set of routes through this network.
With each class k ∈ K, we associate a unique route denoted r(k) and a unique queue j(k). For notational convenience, we add an additional "outside'' class denoted by ω: For each class k ∈ K, we let the function b(k) ∈ K ∪ {ω} denote the class before class k on route r; if k is the first class on a route, we then set b(k) = ω. Similarly, the function n(k) ∈ K ∪ {ω} will denote the next class on route r. If k ∈ K is the last class on a route, then n(k) = ω.
For a given route r ∈ R, we define the input class i(r) ∈ K to be the first class on route r, i.e., i(r) = k r 1 , and the output class o(r) ∈ K to be the last class on route r, i.e., o(r) = k r |r| . The subsets of input and output classes are denoted by K i and K o , respectively. For notational convenience, we write k ∈ j to indicate that class k is at queue j, i.e., j(k) = j, and k ∈ r to indicate that class k occurs on route r, i.e., r(k) = r. Unless stated otherwise, | · | denotes the L 1 norm.
2.2. Network Quantities and Equations. Our principal objects of interest are discrete time FIFO networks and the Proportional Scheduler, which are described here and in the next subsection. We begin by introducing the state primitives for first-in, first-out (FIFO) networks having time index t ∈ Z + . Analogous primitives and equations will be employed in Section 4 for the corresponding fluid model, where time will instead be continuous. Throughout the paper, the indices j, k, r will be used to refer to, respectively, queues J , classes K and routes R. Regardless of the index x = j, k, r, we will denote by A x (t) the cumulative number of arrivals by time t, by D x (t) the cumulative departures by time t, and by Q x (t) the queue size at time t. For example, A j (t) is the total number of arrivals at queue j by time t, D k (t) is the total number of packets that have departed from class k, and Q r (t) is the number of packets that have arrived at but not departed from route r. For each k ∈ K and s ∈ N, the function Γ k (s) denotes the number of packets of class k that will be served after s jobs are served from queue j(k).
The processes A x (t), D x (t) and Γ k (t) are non-negative and non-decreasing, with
The queue size process Q x (t) is non-negative for x ∈ J ∪ K ∪ R. Given these natural conditions, the following fundamental equations hold for a FIFO switched network.
where x ∈ J ∪ K ∪ R, j ∈ J , k ∈ K and r ∈ R for (2-6), and k ∈ K\K i in (7). Finally, we define the arrivals/departures for routes by
The above equations (2-7) can be interpreted as follows: (2) is standard, (3) states that the tth job served from queue j is from class k ∈ j, and (4) states that the departure process must be achievable within the constraints of the network scheduling. In (5), Γ k (D j (t)) is the number of class k jobs served after D j (t) units of service; (6) states that all of the packets that were originally at class k or arrived there by time t will have been served after A j (t) + Q j (0) packets have been served at j and so, if the A j (t)th packet arrival is of class k, then the (A j (t) + Q j (0))th packet departure is also of class k, i.e., the queueing discipline is FIFO; (7) gives the routing between classes. Further relationships can also be deduced from the above equations. For instance, (3) and (6) imply A j (t) = k∈j A k (t) and D j (t) = k∈j D k (t), and (2), (8) and (7) imply Q r (t) = k∈r Q k (t).
We remark that, when the service rates σ j are constant, the FIFO property given by (6) is equivalent to the FIFO property (2.5) in Bramson (1996) . The FIFO condition there is given in terms of the workload at the queue; such an interpretation of workload does not immediately transfer to our setting, since service rates can vary. Also note that (6) does not restrict the order in which packets that have arrived simultaneously at a queue are served; we shall allow any such order.
In addition to equations (2-7), we also assume that the number of arrivals at each route r over different times is i.i.d. with mean a r ∈ (0, ∞), and that the arrivals at different routes occur independently. For each class k ∈ r, we set a k = a r , and for each queue j ∈ J , we set a j = k∈j a k , with a = (a j : j ∈ J ). We assume that the time required for the service of each packet is deterministic and equal to 1. With this in mind, we say that the mean arrival vector a is subcritical for a given network when a ∈ C; note that, since C is open, this implies that (1 + )a ∈ C for some > 0. This provides a natural extension to the definition of subcriticality used for multiclass queueing networks (with a fixed allocation of service for each queue).
We also note that, for a network with the FIFO property, one needs to specify the initial state of the system by including Γ k (s), for 0 ≤ s ≤ Q j (0), in order to uniquely specify the corresponding Markov process. As mentioned above, one also needs to define a tie-breaking rule when two or more packets from different classes arrive at a queue at the same time, for which we specify in the functions Γ k which packet arrived "first".
Proportional Scheduler.
A scheduling policy is a sequence of schedules π(t) ∈ S with π(t) ≤ Q(t) component-wise that determines the service of packets at each queue, i.e., D(t) − D(t − 1) = π(t). The proportional fair scheduler, which is the main focus of this paper, is defined as follows.
∈< S > be a solution to the following optimization problem:
when Q j = 0, set σ j (Q) = 0, with the convention that 0 log 0 = 0. (Note that Q → σ(Q) is invariant under scalar multiplication, i.e., σ j (c Q) = σ j (Q) for c > 0.) The solution to this optimization need not belong to the set of schedules S. However, since σ ∈< S Q >, σ can be expressed as a convex combination of points in S Q , i.e., there exists random π(Q) = (π j (Q) : j ∈ J ), with support in S and such that, for j ∈ J ,
The Proportional Scheduler is defined to be any policy having the sequence of schedules π(t), where
and π(t) satisfies the analog of (10a). (Note that σ(t) is uniquely defined because of the strict concavity of the objective function in (9) and because σ j (t) = 0 when Q j (t) = 0, although π(t) need not be uniquely defined (depending on S).) We will refer to any discrete time Markov chain satisfying the FIFO switched network equations (2-7), along with the policy in (10) and the arrival and service assumptions in the next to last paragraph of Subsection 2.2, as a proportional switched network. The state space of the Markov chain is assumed to be that induced by the number of packets at each queue together with their respective ordering within the queue. (With a slight abuse of terminology, we blur here the distinction between the Markov chain and the underlying switched network.) 2.4. Main Result. A standard fact is that, under any policy, a queueing network cannot be positive recurrent when the vector of arrival rates a lies outside the network's subcritical region C. Hence, C is the network's greatest possible stability region. The main result in this paper is the following converse, which shows that the Proportional Scheduler achieves its greatest possible stability region. Theorem 1. Suppose that the vector of arrival rates a = (a j : j ∈ J ) ∈ C. Then the corresponding proportional switched network is positive recurrent.
The well-known BackPressure models are also positive recurrent for all subcritical arrival rates. In the next section, we will compare the implementability of the two models.
Comparison with the BackPressure Policy
The BackPressure policy is currently the canonical policy for scheduling in multi-hop switched networks. Here, we present examples to illustrate practical differences between this policy and proportional fair switching. This section is not required for the remainder of the paper.
3.1. Definition of BackPressure. We define and briefly describe the BackPressure policy using the notation introduced in Section 2, with the reader being referred to Tassiulas and Ephremides (1992) for a more detailed description of the policy and its properties. The network is defined there in terms of a directed graph, but the reader can easily check that the definition we give below is equivalent; this alternative format is employed to avoid unnecessary complications. (Note that queues j ∈ J are referred as links in Tassiulas and Ephremides (1992) , and classes are referred to as queues there.)
For a given buffer size distribution Q = (Q k : k ∈ K), the BackPressure policy can be defined as follows:
(1) For each queue j ∈ J , introduce the weights
with Q n(k) = 0 for n(k) = ω. Denote by k * j (Q) one of the classes where the above maximization is achieved.
(2) Over the set of schedules S, solve the optimization
(3) When w j (Q) > 0, schedule σ * j (Q) packets from class k * j (Q) at queue j ∈ J and no packets from any of the other classes at j during the next time increment; when w j (Q) ≤ 0, do not schedule any packets at the queue. Assuming that the number of arrivals of packets at each route over different times is i.i.d. and the arrivals at different routes occur independently, then the BackPressure policy is positive recurrent whenever the arrival rates are subcritical. This is shown by employing a quadratic Lyapunov function; the BackPressure policy, in fact, maximizes the negative drift of the Lyapunov function.
3.2. Queueing Structure. The robust stability of the BackPressure policy is a compelling feature. However, a crucial disadvantage of the BackPressure approach is that it leads to a priority policy that requires explicit information about the classes and routes throughout the network; in many practical circumstances, the compilation of such information is not feasible. j Figure 1 . A tree network of degree d = 3 and diameter D = 6. There are 12 leaf nodes and thus 132 = 12 · 11 directed routes between leaf nodes. Of these routes, 96 = 12 · 8 routes pass through the node j (colored grey).
Consider, for example, a tree network of diameter D, with each node having degree d, and whose routes are the shortest paths connecting the leaf nodes. Figure 1 depicts a tree of degree d = 3 and diameter D = 6; at each node, the BackPressure policy employs the knowledge of all routes passing through the node. Focussing on the central (or root) node j for concreteness, and denoting by b(d, D) = |k ∈ j| the number of routes passing through the node, it is easy to verify that
A more efficient implementation of the BackPressure policy in this setting is possible by distinguishing only between the future routing of packets at a node. Still, under this variant,
Each of the above implementations of the BackPressure policy requires knowledge of a number of routes emanating from each queue that is growing rapidly with respect to both the diameter D and the network size. If implemented, either policy would present serious memory problems for such trees. In the general setting, one would expect analogous implementation problems because of the rapid growth of the number of classes needed at each site.
In contrast to this, for the Proportional Scheduler, each node only requires knowledge of the number of packets destined for its d adjacent nodes (and not the number of packets in each class). This amount of information is far less than that required by the BackPressure policies in (13) and (14) and does not increase as the network size increases, since it depends only on the local structure of the network and not on, e.g., the final destination of each packet. So, although the above example is used for reasons of exposition, the Proportional Scheduler is far closer in nature to the next-hop routing used in modern IP routers on the Internet or that might be used in a wireless ad-hoc network. We note, for instance, that modern Internet routers maintain tens of FIFO queues that aggregate tens of thousands of flows (route classes) McKeown (1999); Appenzeller et al. (2004) . Furthermore, when these components are connected together to form a network, queue state information is not explicitly exchanged.
3.3. Decomposition. Decomposition is essential to the decentralized implementation of a policy. A property of BackPressure optimization is that, once queue length comparisons have been made between links (see (11)), the optimization can be decomposed. In particular, if the scheduling of one subset of queues J 1 does not effect the scheduling choice of a complementary subset J 2 (i.e., S = S 1 × S 2 ), then the BackPressure optimization can be decomposed as max σ∈S j∈J
The sub-problems involving the two optimizations on the right can then be solved independently, leading to a decomposed implementation of the policy. We remark, however, that the above optimization may not completely decompose since the weight calculations w j (Q) typically require comparisons with the sizes of upstream queues, and hence some information exchange will occur between network components. No such queue size comparisons are required for the proportional fair optimization that is employed to define the Proportional Scheduler, and so the optimization can be completely decomposed as max σ∈<S> j∈J Q j log σ j = max σ∈<S1> j∈J1
Q j log σ j + max σ∈<S2> j∈J2
Q j log σ j for complementary components having independent scheduling. This leads to more potential applications when the network decomposes, in comparison with the BackPressure policy.
3.4. Delay on Long Routes. As illustrated by the example in Subsection 3.2, the complexity of the BackPressure policy is an issue when there are many routes. Other complications might also arise, even when all packets have the same route. Consider, for example, the network in Figure 2 , which is a special case of the linear networks considered by Bui et al. (2011) (in Theorem 2) and Stolyar (2011) , for the BackPressure policy. In this example, there are J ≥ 2 links in series, with packets entering at link 1 and being sequentially processed through links 1, 2, . . . , J; there are no constraints preventing simultaneous service at different links and, once served, a packet moves to the next link along its route. Arrivals at queue 1 occur according to a Bernoulli process, with mean parameter a > 0, and one packet is served per unit time at each nonempty queue. (Recall that a Bernoulli process is a counting process whose increments are i.i.d. Bernoulli random variables.) Bui et al. (2011) and Stolyar (2011) showed that, if the network is subcritically loaded with 1/2 < a < 1, then, under the BackPressure policy, the sum of the expected queue sizes in equilibrium grows quadratically in J, that is,
for some constant c > 0 not depending on J. Since one unit of time is required to serve each packet at a queue, it is immediate from (15) that the flow delay for packets satisfies the same lower bound.
The basic idea behind the demonstration of (15) is that BackPressure only serves a packet on the jth link when Q j − Q j+1 > 0, which will occur in equilibrium with probability a (since the average arrival and departure rates are equal), whereas, in equilibrium, Q j − Q j+1 ≥ −1 must always hold (since service from queue j occurs only when Q j − Q j+1 > 0). Since a > 1/2, there will be linear growth in the expected size of successive queues from the last queue Q J to the first queue Q 1 , which implies the quadratic growth in J of the sum of the expected queue sizes. In general, when routing is more involved, one should expect the sum of the queue sizes in equilibrium to grow quadratically with route length for routes with close to critical arrival rates since, as before, BackPressure will not serve links with a negative queue size differential. (For details, see Bui et al. (2011 ) or Stolyar (2011 .)
The Proportional Scheduler (as well as any other work conserving scheduler) will exhibit completely different behavior for this linear network since there are no constraints preventing simultaneous service at different links. In equilibrium, queue 1 will have either 1 or 0 packets corresponding to whether or not an arrival occurred in the last time slot. Therefore, the output of a queue is a Bernoulli process that is independent of the current state of the queue. Arguing inductively, this implies that the queue sizes at different queues are independent, and hence that the sum of the queue sizes for the network is binomially distributed with parameters J and a. Consequently, under the Proportional Scheduler policy, the sum of the expected value of the queue sizes in equilibrium grows only linearly in J, with
The above reasoning that was employed for (16) is an elementary variant of Burke's Output Theorem (as in, e.g., Burke (1956) or Hsu and Burke (1976) ).
Maximum Stability Proof
In this section, we prove Theorem 1, for which we employ fluid model techniques introduced in Dai (1995) . The basic idea is to show that the Markov chain converges under appropriate scaling to a deterministic fluid model, and then to show that the queue lengths of all normalized fluid model solutions converge to 0 within a fixed time. This latter step requires most of the work in the proof and is shown by defining an appropriate Lyapunov function that decreases to 0 by this time.
From a mathematical point of view, the main contribution of this argument is the extension of fluid model techniques to a case with varying service speeds. Here, this requires identifying the Lyapunov function in (22), showing it to be non-increasing in Corollary 2, and then showing that this Lyapunov function in fact decreases at a fixed rate by applying Lemmas 3 and 8. The proofs of certain technical lemmas and propositions are relegated to the appendix. 4.1. Fluid Model. We will employ, in Section 4, a fluid model, with the functions A x (t), D x (t), Q x (t), and Γ k (t), that satisfies the same conditions (2-7) as the discrete time switched network of Section 2, and such that A x (t), D x (t) and Γ k (t) are non-negative and non-decreasing, and Q x (t) is non-negative, with A x (0) = D x (0) = Γ k (0) = 0 for x ∈ J ∪ K ∪ R and k ∈ K. Note that each of the conditions (2-7) is invariant under the "law of large numbers" scaling, where both time and space are scaled equally.
In addition to these conditions, the route arrival and queue departure processes of the fluid model will be assumed to satisfy A r (t) =a r t, (17)
for given a r > 0 and for t > s > 0, j ∈ J and r ∈ R, with σ(Q) denoting a solution to the proportional fair optimization (19) σ(Q) ∈ arg max σ∈<S> j∈J Q j log σ j .
As in Section 2, we set σ j (Q) = 0 whenever Q j = 0 and, for each class k ∈ r and queue j ∈ J , set a k = a r , a j = k∈j a k , and a = (a j : j ∈ J ). We will refer to the conditions (2-7) and (17-19) on A(t), D(t), Q(t), and Γ(t) as proportional switch fluid model equations, or collectively, as the proportional switch fluid model (or fluid model, for short). Together, the above conditions imply with a little work that, for x ∈ J ∪K ∪R, the components A x (t), D x (t), Q x (t), and Γ x (t) are all Lipschitz continuous and thus almost everywhere differentiable. Note that D j (t) = 0 need not hold when Q j (t) = 0, since work may enter and leave an empty queue of a fluid model. Also note that a solution of the fluid model equations corresponding to a given initial condition need not be the unique such solution.
4.2. Lyapunov Function and its Derivative. In this subsection, we define the entropy function H(t) and prove that it has negative derivative for non-empty subcritical systems. We first introduce the functions
The entropy function H(t) builds on entropy functions in Massoulié (2007) and Bramson (1996) . The term L(t) is derived in Massoulié (2007) as the large deviations rate function of a reversible network that approximates proportional fairness; the term M (t) is similar to the entropy function employed in Bramson (1996) for FIFO multiclass queueing networks. The function L(t) is well defined everywhere (with, as earlier, the convention that 0 log 0 = 0). Note that
the lower and upper bounds D j (t) and Q j (0) + A j (t) for the integral in (23) can be thought of as the amounts of packet mass having departed from the queue j by time t and having departed by the later time when the last of the mass already at j at time t departs from the queue. With (23) in mind, note that M (t) is the sum over the different queues of a weighted version of the packet mass at each queue j at time t, based on the departure rates of the mass at the queues. The following lemma shows that the function H(t) is always non-negative for any solution of the fluid model. Lemma 1. For any t ≥ 0, H(t) ≥ 0. Moreover, whenever the arrival rate vector a belongs to the interior of the scheduling set C, then H(t) = 0 iff Q(t) = 0.
Proof. By (23),
for each j ∈ J ; adding and subtracting such terms allows one to rewrite H(t) as
From this, it follows that the first summation in (24) is non-negative. The non-negativity of the second term in (24) follows since the service rates D j (t) solve the optimization problem (19) and a ∈ C, and so, in particular,
Together with (25), this implies H(t) ≥ 0.
When the fluid model is subcritical, one can improve on the inequality in the last display to show that H(t) is positive when Q(t) = 0. For this, note that a ∈ C implies the existence of an > 0 such that
Since D (t) is an optimal scheduling, it follows that, for Q(t) = 0,
Consequently, H(t) = 0 implies Q(t) = 0. Trivially, Q(t) = 0 implies H(t) = 0.
We next show that H(t) is decreasing when Q(t) = 0, by proving H (t) is negative. Since we do not know in advance that L(t) is sufficiently regular to apply the Fundamental Theorem of Calculus to t s L (u) du, we will employ the following technical lemma, which is based on Lemma 5 of Massoulié (2007) .
Lemma 2. There exists a time T > 0 not depending on the initial queue state such that:
A proof of this lemma is given in the Appendix. Since the processes A(t) and D(t) are Lipschitz, it is easy to see that the term M (t), which integrates an a.e. bounded function, is Lipschitz and hence a.e. differentiable. Thus, the following corollary is immediate from Lemma 2.
ii) There exists a time T > 0 not depending on the initial state such that H(t) is a.e. differentiable on t ∈ [T |Q(0)|, ∞) and, for given s, t with t ≥ s ≥ T |Q(0)|,
We now focus on computing H (t). The following proposition shows that H (t) is the sum of two terms: the (unnormalized) relative entropy between route departure and arrival rates, and the (unnormalized) relative entropy between queue arrival and departure rates. This decomposition will play an important role in the proof of Theorem 2. Proposition 1. For T as in Corollary 1, and t ≥ T |Q(0)|,
As earlier, we set 0 log 0 = 0; we also set 0 log(0/0) = 0 here and note that the set where {A j (t) > 0, D j (t) = 0} has measure 0 for each j. For brevity, when no confusion is likely, we will often omit the quantifier "a.e." in our computations.
Proof of Proposition 1. Differentiating the expression for H(t) in (22) and applying (27) gives
On the other hand, differentiation of the expressions (5) and (6) implies that
and substitution of these terms into H (t) gives
Application of (7) shows that the double sum above telescopes over the classes in each route; since A r (t) ≡ a k for each k ∈ r, only the terms due to external departures D r (t) do not cancel out, which implies (31).
It is now easy to see that H (t) ≤ 0 for suitably large t.
Corollary 2. For T as in Corollary 1 and t > T |Q(0)|, H (t) ≤ 0 a.e.
Proof. For each choice of a,d ≥ 0, one has a log(a/d) ≥ a − d (as before, 0 log 0 = 0, 0 log(0/0) = 0). Applying this to (31) implies that
with the final equality following since the rates of change in total queue size summed over all queues and summed over all routes are equal.
4.3. Fluid Stability and Positive Recurrence. We wish to show that, in an appropriate averaged sense, H(t) is always decreasing at a rate bounded away from zero when Q(t) = 0. It will follow quickly from this that Q(t) = 0 for t ≥ γ|Q(0)|, with γ not depending on the particular fluid model solution; when this behavior occurs, the fluid model is said to be stable.
The following lemma shows that, for subcritical networks, queue sizes must vary over time and hence there is a "mismatch" between arrival rates and departure rates at some of the queues. As we will see, this together with the relative entropy terms in Proposition 1 will show the Lyapunov function H(t) decreases to 0 at a uniform rate. The lemma is proven in Subsection B of the Appendix.
Lemma 3. Assume that the arrival rate vector a ∈ C. Then there exist constants c, κ > 0 such that, whenever
for some j ∈ J and t ≤ c |Q(0)|.
The following elementary lemma is also proved in the Appendix.
Lemma 4. For x, y ∈ (0, K] and any K > 0,
We will use the two preceding lemmas to give the following lower bound on the rate of decrease of H(t). The basic argument for the proposition is similar to that leading up to (4.24) in Bramson (1996) , although the reasoning differs in a few ways.
Proposition 2. Assume that the arrival rate vector a belongs to the subcritical region C. For T as in Corollary 1, there exist constants c 1 , c 2 > 0 such that, for t ≥ T |Q(0)|,
Proof. Let K be the Lipschitz constant bounding the processes D r (t), A r (t), D j (t), and A j (t), over all r ∈ R and j ∈ J . From Proposition 1 and Lemma 4,
On account of (30) in Corollary 1, this implies
By Lemma 3, there exists a j ∈ J and a value of t with t ≤ s + c 1 |Q(s)| such that
It therefore follows from the Cauchy-Schwarz Inequality that
for this choice of j, and hence
Applying the last inequality to (35), one obtains
and so (34) follows by setting c 2 = κ 2 /2Kc 1 .
Employing Lemma 1, Corollary 1, and Proposition 2, we now show our main result for proportional switch fluid models.
Theorem 2. If a ∈ C, then the proportional switch fluid model is stable.
Proof. The proof follows the reasoning in Bramson (1996) , which we repeat for completeness. Let c 1 and c 2 be as in in Proposition 2, set t 0 = T |Q(0)| for T as in Corollary 1, and define
By Proposition 2, since H(t) ≥ 0,
and so, as i → ∞, one has t ∞ = lim i→∞ t i ≤ c 1 H(t 0 )/c 2 + t 0 < ∞. By the continuity of Q(t) and the definition of t ∞ , Q(t ∞ ) = 0, and consequently, since H(t) is non-increasing,
On the other hand, by Corollary 1, The main result in the paper, Theorem 1, follows immediately from Theorem 2 and the following proposition.
Proposition 3. Suppose that the proportional switch fluid model is stable. Then the corresponding proportional switched network is positive recurrent.
We postpone the proof of Proposition 3 to Subsection D of the Appendix. We will follow there the approach of Dai (1995) as presented in Bramson (2008) , although the argument is considerably shorter in the present setting and requires only several pages.
Lemma 5. The function Q → σ j (Q) is continuous on the set {Q : Q j > 0}.
When Q j /|Q| is bounded away from 0, Lemma 6 states that the corresponding coordinate σ j (Q) of the proportional fair optimization in (19) is also bounded away from 0.
Lemma 6. Let σ(Q) be a solution to the proportional fair optimization (19), where |Q| > 0. Then, for any > 0, there exists a δ > 0 such that, for any j, σ j (Q) ≥ δ whenever Q j ≥ |Q|.
Proof. Scaling Q by |Q|, it suffices to prove the result for j ∈J Q j = 1, when Q j ≥ . If the result were not true, then, for some > 0 and j, there would exist a sequence
where σ max is defined at the beginning of Subsection 2.1. Since the maximum in (19) is bounded from below (by any fixed choice of σ), this gives a contradiction.
Lemma 7 bounds D k (t)/t from below for large t. A related result is given in Lemma 5 of Massoulié (2007) .
Lemma 7. There exists T > 0, not depending on Q(0), such that, for any class k and t ≥ T |Q(0)|, i) for
Proof. i) We argue by induction along each route, assuming for a class k, times s with s ≥ T 1 |Q(0)| for a given T 1 ≥ 1, and a given α > 0, that A k (s) ≥ αs. We first show the analog of the desired result, but for
, and so, when s ≥ T 1 |Q(0)|,
for appropriate > 0. Therefore, by Lemma 6, D j (s) ≥ δ, where δ does not depend on the initial queue size distribution; from this, it follows that, if
Combining the last inequality with the case when D j (s) ≥ αs/2 for some s ∈ [t/2, t], and setting δ = min{α/4, δ/2}, one obtains D j (t) ≥ δ t for t ≥ 2T 1 |Q(0)| in both cases. We now show D k (t) also increases linearly in time. Note that A j (t) ≤āt, whereā = max j a j + |K||σ max |. Applying this and setting γ = δ /2ā, one can check that D j (t) ≥ A j (γt) + |Q(0)| for t ≥ T 2 |Q(0)|, with T 2 = 2 max(T 1 , 1/δ ) . Using (5) and the FIFO assumption (6), one therefore obtains
for t ≥ T 2 |Q(0)|, where the last inequality follows from the induction assumption. Since A k (t) = a r t for the first class on a route r, applying (7) and the argument just given, we can inductively show that for all classes on a given route r, D k (t) > βt for t ≥ T |Q(0)|, for appropriate choices of β, T > 0. This is the desired result. ii) We again argue by induction along each route, assuming for a class k that A k (t) > 0 a.e. on t ≥ T 3 |Q(0)| for some T 3 ≥ T , where T is given in part i); we henceforth restrict our attention to times t where the arrival and departure processes are differentiable. It follows under this assumption that
Also, by part i), for t ≥ T 4 |Q(0)|, with T 4 = max(T, β −1 (A j (T 3 |Q(0)|)/|Q(0)| + 1)), one has D j (t) ≥ A j (T 3 |Q(0)|) + Q j (0); together with (39), this implies that
for t ≥ T 4 |Q(0)|. Using the same upper bound for A j (t) as in part i), one can show that T 4 ≤ T 5 for T 5 = max(T 3 , β −1 (āT 3 + 1)). So, (38) and (40) together imply that
Applying (7), one can then inductively repeat this argument along the classes of each route to give the desired result after a new choice of T .
We now employ Lemmas 5 and 7 to demonstrate Lemma 2.
Proof of Lemma 2. i) We first obtain lower and upper bounds for L(t + h) − L(t). The processes D(t) and Q(t) are almost everywhere differentiable and, by part ii) of Lemma 7, there exists a T > 0 such that D j (t) > 0 a.e. on t ≥ T |Q(0)| for each queue j; choose a t satisfying these conditions. Since D (t) is suboptimal for the proportional fair optimization (19) with queue size vector Q(t + h) for given h,
Also, since D (t + h) is suboptimal for queue size vector Q(t),
(After splitting the sum over j into two parts depending on whether or not Q j (t) = 0, we employed log D j (t) ≤ log σ max in the summation over j with Q j (t) = 0.)
After dividing by h, we consider the limiting behavior of the left hand sides of (41) and (42), as h → 0, by employing the bounds on the right hand sides of the equations. Since Q (t) exists, after dividing by h, the right hand side of (41) converges to
as h → 0. On the other hand, by Lemma 5, D j (t) = σ j (Q(t)) is continuous where Q j (t) > 0, and so D j (t + h) → D j (t) as h → 0. Recalling that Q j (t) = 0 when Q j (t) = 0, the first term on the right hand side of (42) also converges to (43) after dividing by h. Moreover, the last term in (42) converges to 0 after dividing by h, since Q j (t) = 0 for such j. Putting these limits together, (27) follows.
ii) Most of the work consists of computing an upper bound for the upper right Dini derivative of the function L(·) at time t, which is given by
By the same reasoning as in (42), for h > 0,
Denoting by K A and K Q the Lipschitz constants for the processes A(t) and Q(t), and employing Q(t) = A(t) − D(t), it follows that this is at most
By Lemma 5 , D j (t + h) is continuous at h = 0 when Q j (t) > 0. Taking the lim sup of the left hand side of (45), it follows from the above inequalities that
for some constant κ L , since x log x is bounded from below. It then follows from standard results on Dini derivatives that
(see, for instance, Theorem 3.4.5 on page 65 of Kannan and Krueger (1996) ), which is the desired inequality.
iii) For n ∈ N and fixed s, t, and u, with u ∈ [s, t], define the dyadic floor and ceiling u n and u n of u by u n := max k∈Z+ {k(t − s)2 −n + s : k(t − s)2 −n + s ≤ u}, u n := min k∈Z+ {k(t − s)2 −n + s : k(t − s)2 −n + s > u};
note that u n − u n = (t − s)2 −n . By interpolating terms and rewriting them in integral form, one has
The limit in the third equality holds trivially since the expression is not a function of n; the inequality follows from the Fatou Inequality since the integrand is bounded above by (28); and the last equality follows by using (27).
would follow. Hence, for some t ∈ [0, T ], σ j (Q(t)) ≤ a j 1 + 2 ; since the index j was obtained from Lemma 8, this implies that (49) σ j (Q(0)) − σ j (Q(t)) ≥ a j 2 . 
By
where the summations are understood to be over values in {0, c −1
−1 i , ...}. The square bracketed terms on the last line of (53) are bounded. For ω ∈ G 2 , with G 2 as in Lemma 9, the last two terms in (53) converge uniformly to zero. On the other hand, by uniform convergence, the termsQ ci ( τ ci ) on the subsequence converge to Q j (τ ). Also, σ j (Q) is bounded and continuous on Q j > 0. Thus, applying the Bounded Convergence Theorem, it follows from (53) that
where σ j is as in (19) . Dividing by h and taking the limit h 0 implies D j (t) = σ j (Q(t)), and hence that (18) also holds.
